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41 CFR Ch. 102 (7–1–10 Edition) § 102–118.5 

102–118.595 May my agency appeal a prepay-
ment audit decision by the CBCA? 

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE PROVIDER (TSP) 
AND AGENCY APPEAL PROCEDURES FOR 
POSTPAYMENT AUDITS 

102–118.600 When a TSP disagrees with a No-
tice of Overcharge resulting from a 
postpayment audit, what are the appeal 
procedures? 

102–118.605 What if a TSP disagrees with the 
Notice of Indebtedness? 

102–118.610 Is a TSP notified when GSA al-
lows a claim? 

102–118.615 Will GSA notify a TSP if they 
internally offset a payment? 

102–118.620 How will a TSP know if the GSA 
Audit Division disallows a claim? 

102–118.625 Can a TSP request a reconsider-
ation of a settlement action by the GSA 
Audit Division? 

102–118.630 How must a TSP refund amounts 
due to GSA? 

102–118.635 Can the Government charge in-
terest on an amount due from a TSP? 

102–118.640 If a TSP fails to pay or to appeal 
an overcharge, what actions will GSA 
pursue to collect the debt? 

102–118.645 Can a TSP file an administrative 
claim on collection actions? 

102–118.650 Can a TSP request a review of a 
settlement action by the Administrator 
of General Services? 

102–118.655 Are there time limits on a TSP 
request for an administrative review by 
the CBCA? 

102–118.660 May a TSP appeal a 
postpayment audit decision of the CBCA? 

102–118.665 May my agency appeal a 
postpayment audit decision by the 
CBCA? 

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE PROVIDER (TSP) 
NON-PAYMENT OF A CLAIM 

102–118.670 If a TSP cannot immediately pay 
a debt, can they make other arrange-
ments for payment? 

102–118.675 What recourse does my agency 
have if a TSP does not pay a transpor-
tation debt? 

AUTHORITY: 31 U.S.C. 3726; and 40 U.S.C. 481, 
et seq. 

SOURCE: 65 FR 24569, Apr. 26, 2000, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Subpart A—General 
INTRODUCTION 

§ 102–118.5 What is the purpose of this 
part? 

The purpose of this part is to inter-
pret statutes and other policies that 
assure that payment and payment 

mechanisms for agency transportation 
services are uniform and appropriate. 
This part communicates the policies 
clearly to agencies and transportation 
service providers (TSPs). (See § 102– 
118.35 for the definition of TSP.) 

§ 102–118.10 What is a transportation 
audit? 

A transportation audit is a thorough 
review and validation of transportation 
related bills. The audit must examine 
the validity, propriety, and conformity 
of the charges with tariffs, quotations, 
agreements, or tenders, as appropriate. 
Each agency must ensure that its in-
ternal transportation audit procedures 
prevent duplicate payments and only 
allow payment for authorized services, 
and that the TSP’s bill is complete 
with required documentation. 

§ 102–118.15 What is a transportation 
payment? 

A transportation payment is a pay-
ment made by an agency to a TSP for 
the movement of goods or people and/or 
transportation related services. 

§ 102–118.20 Who is subject to this 
part? 

All agencies and TSPs defined in 
§ 102–118.35 are subject to this part. 
Your agency is required to incorporate 
this part into its internal regulations. 

§ 102–118.25 Does GSA still require my 
agency to submit its overall trans-
portation policies for approval? 

GSA no longer requires your agency 
to submit its overall transportation 
policies for approval. However, as 
noted in § 102–118.325, agencies must 
submit their prepayment audit plans 
for approval. In addition, GSA may 
from time to time request to examine 
your agency’s transportation policies 
to verify the correct performance of 
the prepayment audit of your agency’s 
transportation bills. 

§ 102–118.30 Are Government corpora-
tions bound by this part? 

No, Government corporations are not 
bound by this part. However, they may 
choose to use it if they wish. 
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